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  •   Control up to 1,000 turtles
  •   Integrated help
  •   Debugging on the y
  •   Publish stand alone programs
  •   Extensive toolbox options

Terrapin Logo offers:

  •   Individual and school licenses
  •   Mac, Windows and online versions
  •   Broad range of support resources
  •   Online access to projects

In a connected world, Terrapin Logo encourages collaboration. In a school environment, teachers may organize 
groups to allow students to work together and share their programs. Projects created in Terrapin Logo may be 
published online so students can show their work, providing a powerful incentive to develop and improve 
coding skills.

Logo's best known feature is the "turtle," a special 
cursor that can be instructed to traverse the screen 
with intuitive movement commands such as 
FORWARD, BACK, LEFT and RIGHT. The Logo 
turtle can draw as it moves, sparking students' 
natural creativity to draw colorful patterns and 
designs.

TTerrapin offers robots that partner with the screen 
turtle to make Logo learning tactile and hands-on.  
Terrapin robots include those with Logo on board 
which can be used as self-contained coding 
devices and others which can be controlled with 
Terrapin Logo and used as a real-world extension
of the Logo screen turtle.

Logo is the original coding app. Developed at MIT, Logo is the first computer language 
designed for children. Through Logo, students harness the power of the computer by 
creating their own programs, inspiring them to explore ideas in math, language, art, 
science, music and beyond. While doing so, they develop planning, problem-solving and 
critical thinking skills.

Created with the goal of "no flooCreated with the goal of "no floor, no ceiling," Logo's natural language syntax and ease of 
use make it simple for the youngest students to get started. As a complete programming 
language, Logo supports advanced computer science and artificial intelligence projects 
so students can utilize Logo throughout their education.

TTerrapin is the Logo expert, having offered Logo and related products for over 30 years.  
Terrapin Logo embodies Terrapin's rich Logo heritage and experience while incorporating 
the latest technological innovations. Now available as an installed program or an online 
app, Terrapin Logo may be used on a wide range of devices, including PCs, tablets, 
Chromebooks, and even phones. Anyone with Logo experience will feel right at home, 
while those new to coding find it easy to jump right in.
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